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Introduction

In 1953, researchers surveyed Yale's graduating seniors to determine how many of them had specific, written goals for their future. The answer: 3%. Twenty years later, researchers polled the surviving members of the Class of 1953 -- and found that the 3% with goals had accumulated more personal financial wealth than the other 97% of the class combined!

The moral of this story is:

1. Goals work.
2. Almost nobody uses them.

I assume that you already want more from life than what you have and you're searching for a way to get it. That's exactly what you'll find here: a way to get it, whatever your background, whatever your age, whatever your circumstances.

In the “How to set and achieve a goal - free trial” you'll find three parts:

I. How to set a goal
II. How to achieve a goal
III. Motivation techniques

The fourth part “How to follow your plan and don’t fail” is not included in this free trial. You can order a full version here.

To view content press Bookmarks tab on your left side on the screen.

"Will the “How to set and achieve a goal” help me get what I want from life?"

Yes!

“How to set and achieve a goal” really works - if you do. It really does show you how to make your wishes come true, but only those wishes you're willing to make come true.
This book shows you **step-by-step** how to invest the time and effort necessary to get whatever you want from life. But you have to make that effort and invest that time.

**So don’t just read this book!** Simply reading this book won’t help you.

**Follow simple step-by-step plan!**

**Take action!**

**Apply powerful techniques!**

**And I promise that all your wishes will come true.**
Part I

HOW TO SET A GOAL

1. - How to CHOOSE a goal?

Do you have problems choosing a goal? Do you have too many? Or don’t you have any goals at all? Then this chapter is for you!

We all want better life. We all have wishes. Wishes are goals - but goals with snap, crackle, and pop.

Goals provide the process that can take you where you want to go, but too often they don't provide the inspiration to get you there.

Wishes are different. They have impact - like being struck by lightning instead of by a lightning bug. They let you dream. They let you soar. They let you tap into a source of limitless possibility and boundless energy that gives you the power to accomplish what you might otherwise never have imagined.

If you want to make things happen in your life, don't think about goals - think about making your wishes come true.

Before you can make your wishes come true, you must first decide what to wish for. Many people grind through one work week after another, daydreaming about the good life, but they rarely master a clear idea of what that “good life” should be.

Figure out what you really want.

Not what you’re supposed to want, not what someone else wants for you, but what you in your heart want for yourself.

How to discover what you really want?

In the full version of this book you’ll learn the BRAINSTORMING TECHNIQUE to discover what you really want from life.

Order the full version
2. - Are you willing to pay the PRICE?

At a cocktail party one evening, a famous pianist gave a recital. Afterward, her hostess said, “I would gave anything to be able to play like you.”

The pianist looked at her thoughtfully for a moment and replied, “No you wouldn’t.”

The hostess, surprised and embarrassed in front of her guest, said, “I most certainly would.”

The pianist shook her head. “You would love to play as I play now, but you are not willing to practice eight hours a day for twenty years to learn how to play that way.”

Take whatever you want, said God, but pay for it.
- Spanish Proverb

Every wish has its price. You can have anything you want if you are willing to pay that price. The price may be time, money, or efforts. It may be in what you have to give up in order to get what you want.

Your willingness to pay the price is what gives you the power to cause your wish to come true.

If you are 100% willing to pay the price, then you are 100% likely to succeed.

Pay the price and your wish will come true.
Part II
HOW TO ACHIEVE A GOAL

Step 1 - Intensify DESIRE

“Desire is the first step of goal achievement and the foundation.”

Have you set personal or business goals and failed to achieve them?

Here is a crucial question: WHY?

The answer is simple: Because we did not have a strong enough desire.

Some may argue with that. "But I did have a strong desire and still I didn't get there."

Sorry, but the desire was still not strong enough.

How do you identify intense desire, passion?

It's what keeps people working all hours, up early, late to bed. The desire dominates conversation, thinking, actions.

Take a moment to think about the goals you've set for yourself.

How committed are you to achieving these goals?

Under what conditions would you give up?

What if you could significantly increase your desire to achieve these goals?

What if you wanted them so badly that you knew with absolute certainty that you would absolutely, positively never ever give up?
When you are truly 100% committed to reaching your goals, you move from hoping to knowing. If you want something badly enough, then quitting is simply not an option.
You either find a way or make one. You pay the price, \textit{whatever it takes}.

\textbf{By creating intense desire you can realize the impossible dream.}

Develop a \textit{sincere desire} to achieve the goal. A wish or daydream has no substance; it is vague, unformed, and unsupported by action. Desire \textit{puts action into your plan}.

\textbf{Strong desire is success power.}

\textbf{How to intensify your desire?}

Learn the four steps you can take to cultivate \textit{burning desire} to achieve any goal you set for yourself:

Order the full version
Step 2 - Develop BELIEF

If you don't believe you can reach a goal, it will remain a pipe dream as much as if you didn't bother planning the route to the goal, or do what's required to get there.

If there is any doubt in your mind that you may not be able to achieve something, you don't give it your all. In fact, you may very well just set it aside. In order to fully achieve anything, you must believe it is possible at a cellular level.

Believing is seeing. Seeing is believing.

If you are willing to accept that you can be successful, that you'll enjoy being successful, and if you are willing to establish and work on an exhilarating, enjoyable, and rewarding path to your goals, then we're confident you'll reach those goals.

How to develop belief?

There is a simple technique you will learn in the full version!

Order the full version
Step 3 - Define your OBJECTIVE

In May of 1961, John F. Kennedy pledged that America would land a man on the moon "before the decade is out." It was a brave and bold **objective**, perhaps one of the greatest of all time.

**Just making the statement, however, did not lead to its achievement.**

Putting a man on the moon required immense amounts of intelligence, research, planning, money, people, risk, and commitment, amongst other things. The most important step, though, was not Neil Armstrong's, it was John F. Kennedy's setting of the Objective.

We define the Objective as the **final goal**. It is what all your efforts are going to lead to.
In Investing, for example, it could be to have $5 million by retirement.

While some people may want to only have an Objective in one area of their life, most successful people set Objectives in **many areas**:
Career
! Family
! Financial
! Health
! Knowledge
! Material
! Retirement
! Spiritual

These are just some categories you should set Objectives in. Objectives are generally **long-term**, sometimes even **lifetime**, although they don't have to be. They do have to be important to you, and something you feel is worth pursuing, or establishing a goal setting routine wouldn't be worth doing.

In starting a goal-setting routine, we recommend you set Objectives in one or two areas to begin. As you start realizing small successes, you'll probably add more Objectives as you will want to be successful in all areas of your life.

**Remember, don't hold back:**

**Make your Objectives as large as you can realistically realize.**

**Make sure that your goals are S.M.A.R.T.!!!**

Commit to making **SMART** goals and start working toward them **today**.

**Order the full version**
Step 4 - WRITE it down!

Write your goal out in complete detail.

- Why is it so important to write it down?

Words are an integral part of the thinking process. Words convey images, pictures, feelings, emotions to the mind. By clothing it in words that abstract thought now takes on body, shape, form, substance.

It is no longer just a thought!

It becomes something, which motivates us, or creates a gut feeling inside.

- Why is the mechanical act of writing so important?

Building on what we have already stated, putting pen to paper now transfers those expressions, which embody thoughts onto something tangible. We can now physically look at it.

Even the act of using the eye in coordination with the hand holding the pen makes a much firmer impression on our mind as we write out the phrase or expression.

Now when we read and re-read that phrase or sentence the impression on the mind becomes deeper and deeper.

Written goals are directives to the unconscious mind, which obeys them blindly.

There is something semi-magical about writing one’s goals down which makes achieving well-written goals an almost certainty. The real trick is to write ones goals down in a special way which helps guaranty their achievement.

Write it down or kiss it good-bye.

The four rules of writing goals down.
Are you sure your goals are well-written?

Order the full version
Step 5 - Set a DEADLINE

Set a date for the achievement of your goal.

Setting a date for the attainment of your goal is the ignition for the goal-seeking missile in your mind. Make sure that your date is realistic... not too soon that it's impossible, but not so delayed that it's not interesting. Make sure you write the date of your goal down next to your goal. Once you've set this date, you should never change it.

Can we see then why deadlining is another crucial step in the goal achievement process?

Yes, deadlines crystallize thinking and increase motivation.

However, it would be a mistake to think deadlines perform miracles.

Setting a deadline by saying, "In seven days from now I will have made an extra $5,000" is not going to miraculously deliver unless you have a strategy and a realistic plan based on your present circumstances.

Set a deadline. Deadlines move us to action.

When we fail to include a deadline for our goal, when we commit to achieving it "as soon as possible", the goal winds up in our "as soon as possible" pile of things I will do another day, which is probably never. Why? Because we all too much to do and not enough time to get it all done. The items that have deadlines for completion tend to bubble up in priority and importance so that we take action and achieve them.

The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. No goal achievement is a leap across some huge canyon. Many are intimidated and driven away from going after what they really want in their lives for fear they will have to take a giant leap across that canyon and, hey, what if I don't leap far enough? Disaster.

But until you write out your goal, quantify it, and set a deadline so that you break it down to its small steps, it will forever appear to be too big a stretch and therefore unattainable. But every time you follow these three steps and break the goal down, you will always find that you have within your control what it takes to accomplish that next step. And once you begin, you are on your way!
**Step 6 - Defining Your REASONS**

In studying goal setting, and the keys to success, it was discovered that *many people fail to achieve success simply because they lack clear REASONS for doing so.*

Don't let this hold up your success. Give serious thought as to why you want to achieve an Objective, and write down what you've decided.

Do you want $5 million at retirement? Why? You say you want to live in a mansion? Why? The more compelling your Reasons are, the greater your chances will be for meeting your Objectives.

Conversely, if you can't come up with "good" Reasons, you might as well set another Objective, as this one won't be achieved.

Remember, every person has different Reasons for wanting something. What one person thinks is vain or stupid, another will think is worthy or great.

**You must come up with Reasons that are honest, strong, and motivating to you.**

Write them down below the appropriate Objective, leaving plenty of space to expand or add to them. The more Reasons you have the better. Just make sure they really represent the Reasons you have for desiring something.
Step 7- Defining Your SUBGOALS

Once you've written an Objective, and your compelling Reasons for achieving it, you must start planning the route towards the Objective.

Ask yourself: “What steps do I need to take to............?”

These steps will be your Subgoals.

Say you've set an Objective for having $5 Million by retirement (which could be 20+ years away). First, you must figure out how you can achieve that. Do you need to learn more about investing? Will you have to start saving $500 a week? Do you have to get a new job? Will you have to more actively watch your existing investments? Whatever needs doing, to progress towards your Objective, will become your Subgoals.

Subgoals can be specific or broad in scope, but they must always lead directly towards the Objective they support. They must also always have a deadline. A date you plan to accomplish the Subgoal by, a realistic date that not only motivates you into action but also ensures progress towards your Objective.

Usually you will have many Subgoals at a time, and in the case of a real long-term Objective, some of the Subgoals will not be clear at the start, with others coming about when certain existing Subgoals are achieved.

Always write your Subgoals and their Accomplishment Dates down. Never make your Subgoals too long or too difficult, as you don't want to be overwhelmed by them. If a Subgoal is long-term (as in taking a four-year degree towards a larger Career Objective), break it down into smaller parts (each year for example), and revise and/or renew them when accomplished.

By making sufficient and reasonable Subgoals, and always accomplishing them on time, you'll find yourself making great progress towards Objectives, which may look intimidating, or even impossible, by themselves.
Step 8 - Defining Your TASKS

Just as we break large or long-term Objectives down into smaller supporting elements called Subgoals, we further break our Subgoals down into even smaller elements. These small elements are called Tasks, and accomplishing them is what makes the practice of goal setting really work.

**Tasks** are usually the simple things you must do to accomplish a Subgoal.

If you've set a Subgoal, for example, to have a complete understanding about investing in bonds by next June 15th, you will have to accomplish a number of Tasks for acquiring that knowledge.

Choosing to go to the library and get a book on bonds would be a Task.

Reading the book for one hour each this Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, could be three separate Tasks.

Visiting the Investors Skills' website for their bond information, would be another Task.

Calling your buddy who's had success in the bond market would be a Task as well.

All of these Tasks, which should be written down on the same paper as the Subgoa1 they support, must be set with an Accomplishment Date, for if you procrastinate calling your buddy, never get around to completely reading the book, or don't even bother checking the website, you won't reach your Subgoal of learning about bonds, or won't meet it by its Accomplishment Date.

And this, unfortunately for you, will turn your $5 Million by retirement Objective back into the pipe dream it didn't have to be.

By focusing your mind on the easy-to-accomplish Tasks, and completing those Tasks, you'll be making great progress towards your Subgoals and Objectives without feeling overwhelmed.

Make sure to write down ALL Tasks, even those that take only minutes to complete.
Then, when they're accomplished, check them off.

As more and more Tasks are successfully accomplished, and checked off, you'll find yourself becoming more encouraged, and more confident about your abilities.

The more you believe, the more you will strive to accomplish, and the more you will enjoy completing even more Tasks.

And the more Tasks you complete on time, the closer you'll be to that success you have real Reasons for wanting. The success you originally defined as your Objectives.

Secret of the FIRST STEP

Do you know the most important secret of goal setting?

No?

So what are you waiting for?

Order the full version
Part III

MOTIVATION TECHNIQUES

1. - Using SUCCESS ENHANCEMENTS

What Are Success Enhancements?

There are really two key elements to achieving success.

The first, as we've described, is the practice of goal setting, which is simply:

Setting Objectives,
Developing compelling Reasons for wanting the Objectives,
Breaking the Objectives down into not so overwhelming Subgoals,
Breaking the Subgoals down into easy-to-accomplish Tasks.

The second key element involves training your mind to think positively.

In order to accomplish what you set out to do, you must develop an achievement mindset. While reviewing your Reasons, and checking off completed Tasks are two things you should be doing to keep your mind focused on the success you desire, there are five other Success Enhancements we recommend you become familiar with:

Success Questions,
Success Stimulants,
Visualization Technique,
Affirmations
Reward Technique

When you are able to keep your mind on success, you will be virtually certain to reach that success.

In this free trial we'll only discuss two of them. Visualization and affirmation technique.

To learn three more powerful techniques please order the full version.
2. - Visualization Technique

The brain often thinks in pictures.

The human eye captures an incredible amount of information with just one glance and relays it all to the brain that then translates that information into a form we 'see'.

It would be more accurate to say we see with our brains than with our eyes.

The success technique to which I am referring is visualization. I guarantee, that "visualizing your results is the key to realizing your results".

Visualizing is one of the most important techniques you will ever learn and one that is utilized by all high performers.

One of the reasons goal setting doesn't work for people is because they don't understand or utilize the power of this one critical factor. Often times, you may set a goal, write it down, you may even read it aloud every day, but if you can't see yourself in possession of your goal, you will never realize it long term.

Visualizing is your key to success for two reasons:

1. Your mind thinks in pictures and images;

2. Your subconscious mind drives your behavior.

When something is hammered into your mind in clear detail, it becomes part of your reality.

Your subconscious mind doesn't know the difference between something that is real and something vividly imagined. Whatever picture (goal) you consistently think about will drive your actions to create that exact picture.

When you continually see yourself in possession of your goal, your subconscious mind will move you into actions that align with the mental image you hold.

To learn visualization step-by-step please Order the full version
3. - AFFIRMATION technique

Affirmations are words we say to ourselves. They’re verbal suggestions we say silently or out loud.

The truth is that if you tell yourself something often enough, you’ll eventually believe it.

Affirmations, or self-talk, is a very common activity.

“Things like this are always happening to me!”
“I just can't lose weight!”
“I’m so clumsy!”

Does it sound familiar?

But we can affirm our strengths too. We can even affirm strengths we don’t yet have.

Develop daily affirmations that support the goals you developed in your goal setting. You need to figure out what you need to change about yourself to make it easier to practice or keep the commitments you made in your goal-setting.

Learn how to create an affirmation!

Order the full version
What will you find in the full version?

+ How to discover what you really want

Brainstorming technique will help you to find out what you really want from life.

Do you think you know what you want? Then you will be surprised with results.

+ How to intensify your desire

Are you sure your desire is strong enough? Learn four steps you can take to cultivate burning desire to achieve any goal you set for yourself.

+ How to develop belief

A small technique that will do a miracle. It will make you believe in yourself and in your ability to reach all your goals.

+ How to make your goals SMART

Five step checklist to make sure that your goals are reachable.

+ The four rules of writing goals down

Do you write down your goals? Are you sure you do it right? These four steps will make your goal unstoppable.

+ Secret of the first step

Do you know the most important secret of goal setting? This secret will help you to change yourself from a dreamer to a doer.
+ Three powerful motivation techniques:

**Success Questions** will effectively help you to **stay connected with your wish**. They will control the focus of your thoughts which should be directed towards your goals.

**Success Stimulants** will keep your mind **focused on achievement**.

**Reward Technique** will give you **incentive** to keep moving forward.

+ **Visualization step-by-step**

Visualizing is **one of the most important techniques** you will ever learn and one that is utilized by all high performers. Visualization will **drive your actions** toward your goal and will become the **key to your success**.

+ **How to create an affirmation**

   Affirmations will **support the goals** you developed and will **make it easier** to keep the commitments you made in your goal setting.

+ **Part IV - How to follow your plan and don’t fail**

   Learn how to form a **success habit**!

   How to **find the time** to make your wishes come true

   How to effectively **solve problems** standing on your way towards your dreams.
Everyone deserves his wishes to come true.

That's why I want to make “How to set and achieve a goal” as affordable as possible.

I'm giving you more than 20% discount from the original price ($24.75).

You can order the full version of this book just for $19.45 with no risk.

I'm so sure you will love this book I'm taking all the risk and giving you 100% money back guarantee.

No time limits
No questions asked
No exceptions

Full 100% money back guarantee.

So what do you have to lose?

You can start making your dreams come true right now!

Order the full version